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Building a Business on Strong Reltionships and Superior Customer Service

B

rian Rosentreter joined Global Analyzer Services Ltd. shortly after finishing
university. The possibility of ownership and shaping his own destiny drew Brian
to the company. The company’s owner, Glenn
Sabo made it clear that an ownership position was a possibility. Working behind a desk
held little appeal. Brian knew, respected and
trusted the company’s owner Glenn Sabo.
| 1997 |
Glenn had started the company in 1997 to
service the equipment that monitors continuous emissions from sulphur recovery unit
incinerator stacks. Most of the equipment in
the field had been supplied by Western Research where Glenn served as manager of the
service department for 18 years. After Western
Research was acquired by a new owner and he
had left the company, Glenn started to receive
calls looking for someone who could better
service their units to meet the increasing government standards. Before Glenn knew it, he
was running a small business.
The monitoring units in the field were close
to the end of their useful life. Glenn and
Brian’s first response was to extend the useful
life of the equipment by making them compliant with new regulations. They then invested
in designing a new Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) to replace the old units.

This re-established Global Analyzer Services
as a manufacturer of new technology. They
continued to provide maintenance services.
Glenn was affable and well respected in the
industry. He had built his business based on
strong customer relationships. By then the
company had grown to four employees. Brian
and Brodie Biggar were “client facing” and,
with Glenn’s mentorship, were dealing directly
with customers more and more often.
Brian’s closest childhood friend was Glenn’s
grandson. He had spent time with the family as
a child, trusted Glenn, and the work fit with his
technical background and interests. He would
not be sitting at a desk. Glenn quickly lived up
to his word and offered to let Brian buy into the
business. Being the second person into a company that was clearly well respected and that
was in the process of launching a new piece of
equipment excited Brian.

Glenn Sabo, founder of Global Analyzer Services Ltd.
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| 2007 |
In 2007 Glenn suffered a fatal accident on the job.
Glenn’s widow, knowing very little about the business,
decided to shut it down and asked Brian to let everyone
go. Glenn’s close business colleagues suggested Brian
and the other employees take over the company and
continue Glenn’s legacy. They then convinced Glenn’s
widow to sell the company. Three of the then four
employees took over the company, renaming it Global
Analyzer Systems Limited (Global). At that point they
had nothing to lose, understood the business and knew
the customers. It took three months to close the deal.
During that time the partners could not invoice for work
completed nor could they do simple business matters.
They used all the credit that was available to them, including personal credit cards and lines of credit to run
the company.
Their first course of action was to call all the clients
and let them know that the company still existed and
that it would be providing the same level of customer
care as it always had. Brian and his partners were able
to retain virtually all of Global’s previous customers.
Unbeknownst to Brian, some customers even gave them

Brian Rosentreter, President of Global Analyzer Systems Ltd.
since 2007.

the company. Interestingly enough, going through this
experience helped establish the culture of the company.
Brian describes himself, his partners and employees as
modest, living a ‘modest’ lifestyle and working hard for
their customers. This culture remains with the company
today.

Maintaining strong customer
relationships allowed the employees

work just to keep them in business.
| 2008 |

to take over the company.

The first challenge came in January 2008, one month
after closing the deal with Glenn’s widow. It became
clear that one of the original shareholders had a different vision of the future for the company and a different opinion for the utilization of the profits. Both Brian
and Brodie wanted to reinvest profits back into Global
and to treat the company as a serious enterprise. It
was clear that they both shared a common vision of the
company.
| 2011 |
In 2011 Brian and Brodie eventually bought out their
partner but not before it took a toll emotionally, mentally and physically. It also drew down the resources of

For the first year and a half, Brian and Brodie were
busy putting out fires and trying to stay ahead of the
work load. When they took over the company they had
several quotes for their new equipment in front of
customers. As they built customer trust, those quotes
materialized into sales. Revenue during this phase was
stagnant as they built their own reputation.
Richard Ouellette, now a shareholder, joined Brian
and Brodie early on. He was in the field servicing customers, performing audits and doing documentation.
Over time his management responsibilities have grown.
Both partners could see immediately the benefit of a
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partners to get ahead of the work, focus on the com-

sales pipeline full. In 2010 they actively began marketing the company. They backed into the opportunity to

pany and to start planning for the future. Richard is now

hire a salesman. Matt Nordstrom came to the company

Vice President of Operations.

wanting to work in production. A ‘non-compete’ clause

good manager. Hiring an effective manager enabled the

prevented this for a year so he was tasked with the job
of salesman temporarily. The company has never looked
back.
| 2014 |
In that same year the company began investing in R&D
to retool its first product that had been developed by
Glenn and Brian. With CETAC-WEST’s help they were able
to secure government funding. Global invested in an
in-house lab to develop new products. The investment
has brought new life to the company and has helped
attract and retain quality staff. In 2014, they hired a
scientist with a PhD and could now demonstrate they
have the ability to deliver a world class product. Furthermore, clients visiting the lab would light up. Their
investment in innovation has helped land sales and
brings credibility to the young company.

Switching gears in 2014 to
focus on R&D provoked new life,
excitement, and pride within the
company. Furthermore clients visiting
the lab would light up.

Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS)

Their investment in innovation has

Brian was working in southern Alberta servicing
customers and Brodie in northern Alberta. At one critical point when they had to convene a meeting, Fort
Saskatchewan was the most convenient location. Brian
had completed a cash flow analysis and determined
they could only survive for three months. They pulled
together as a team, called in their receivables, and got
on the phone to make sales calls. Within days, they
had more work than they could handle. They could
see the value of marketing their services to keep the

helped land sales and brings credibility
to the young company.
They are now working on two new products that will
be released later this year. They are in the prototype
stage of developing a new sensor that they hope to
have in the market place within two years. Having an
in-house lab and developing new products is helping
establish Global as an innovative company able to com-
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pete with larger competitors. Customers are volunteering to test their products when they are ready.

Initially, Brian questioned his ability to deliver. Now,
though it may look like a mistake, the notion of questioning how they do everything has stayed with them

Brian has always focused on the local market. They

and forms an integral part of the corporate culture.

hold a strong position and have little competition on

They are a team and encourage input from all levels to

the service side of the business. On the manufacturing
side of the business there are large multinational com-

improve on what they are doing. At best Brian feels he

panies with deep pockets that dominate the market.

is a quarterback. No quarterback wins a game alone.

Despite this, Global has been successful at gaining market share. Their customer service has given them access
to customers which has helped drive product sales. Together, their customer service and product quality have
made them a strong competitor in the Canadian market.
| 2015 |

Brian, Brodie and Rich are the first to admit it when
they do not know something. All three joined the company with technical expertise but with little business
acumen. Recognizing their strengths and weaknesses
has enabled them to bring in the resources they require
to grow the company. Their plan is to build a lasting

During the 2009 economic downturn, the company

legacy based on customer service and client satisfac-

survived on revenue from the service side of the business. Equipment sales virtually dried up. But due to cur-

tion.

rent marketing activities, the company has not felt the

| The Future |

2015 slowdown. If anything they are busier than ever.

In the coming years, Global is planning to deliver world
class products on the international stage. The chal-

During the current economic

lenge is to create the infrastructure to capitalize on this

downturn marketing has meant

promising opportunity.

diversifying their revenue base by
selling their technology into new
markets, whether it is feedlots
or pulp and paper plants.
Marketing has meant diversifying their revenue base
by selling their technology into new markets, whether it
is cement or pulp and paper plants. Global recognized
that their monitoring equipment applied to any industry where there is a demand to continually monitor
emissions. It was not limited to just sulphur emissions.
Keeping in touch with their customers and offering to
undertake more work under the service contract, as
customers cut back on operational staff, has meant

The Global Analyzer Systems team

more revenue for Global. Since 2009 the company has
been growing at a rate of 30% per year.
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Recognizing their strengths and weaknesses
has enabled them to bring in the resources they require
to grow the company and build a lasting legacy.
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The generous and
timely support by the
National Research Council –
Industrial Research
Assistance Program has been
a significant contribution to

the company’s growth.
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